A growing number of studies indicate that plant viruses enhance their own transmission by 39 modifying host phenotypes and vector behavior, leading to the hypothesis that such effects 40 are manipulations resulting from virus adaptations. However, few studies have linked 41 putative manipulations with virus components, and the true frequency and magnitude of host 42 and vector manipulation across virus taxa remains unknown. To address this knowledge gap, 43
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To address these knowledge gaps, we combined a meta-analysis with mathematical 93 modeling and a review of taxon-specific virus-vector relationships to evaluate the case for 94 plant virus manipulation of hosts and vectors in the context of virus traits underlying the 95 transmission process. We used traits shared by phylogenetically divergent virus lineages, 96 namely infection location in the plant and retention mechanism in the vector, as a framework 97 for evaluating evidence for or against adaptive host manipulation. Within this framework, we 98 quantified the magnitude and direction of virus effects on host plant attractiveness, 99 palatability, and quality to arthropod vectors. We also derived parameter estimates from 100 these data and incorporated them into a model that was explicitly designed to explore virus 101 effects on host-vector relationships in the context of virus traits (Shaw et al. 2017 ). Finally, 102
we interpreted our results in the context of documented virus-vector relationships that 103 influence the ecology of the major virus lineages targeted in our study. 104 105
Predictions based on virus traits 106
Empirical studies of plant viruses inducing manipulations of hosts and vectors assess vector 107 preferences and performance on infected and non-infected plants as proxies to understand 108 how virus effects on host phenotypes influence transmission. When evaluated across diverse 109 pathosystems, these experiments can serve as an important tool for exploring the adaptive 110 significance of virus effects on host phenotypes (Thomas et al. 2005; Mauck et al. 2016) . 111
Phylogenetically unrelated plant viruses may exhibit convergence in their effects on host 112 phenotypes based on shared virus traits; specifically, requirements for vectors to engage in a 113 narrow suite of behaviors necessary for transmission. Similar convergence in manipulation 114 strategies is apparent across diverse lineages of animal-infecting parasites transmitted by 115 blood-feeding vectors (Thomas et al. 2005 ; Lefèvre & Thomas 2008) , supporting the 116 hypothesis that such effects are adaptive. This evidence is essential for understanding 117 manipulation because many of these parasites and their hosts are intractable for functional 118 genomics work to identify genes, and gene targets that may underlie adaptive manipulation 119 (Heil 2016 ). Convergence of virus effects in the absence of phylogenetic relatedness 120 provides indirect evidence in support of particular effects being the product of virus 121 adaptations rather than by-products of pathology (Thomas et al. 2005; Mauck et al. 2018) . 122 123 Here, we used virus traits associated with transmission as a framework for quantifying the 124 adaptive significance of virus effects on host phenotypes using meta-analysis. Viruses can 125 be broadly classified based on the types and durations of vector probing and feeding 126 behaviors required for virion acquisition from, and inoculation to, the host 127 (acquisition/inoculation site) (Brault et al. 2010 ) and the persistence of virions in the vector 128 (retention mechanism) ( Fig. 1 ). Phloem-limited (PL) viruses are restricted to the host 129 vascular tissue, whereby acquisition of sufficient virions for transmission depends on vectors 130 engaging in sustained phloem sap ingestion for hours or days (Hogenhout et al. 2008; Brault 131 et al. 2010) . Following acquisition, most PL viruses are retained in the vector for several days 132 (non-circulative, semi-persistent [NCSP] viruses) or the duration of the vector's lifespan 133 (circulative, persistent viruses), and can be inoculated to multiple hosts without re-134 acquisition. Within the circulative, persistently-transmitted retention mechanism, some 135 viruses traverse the gut barrier and hemolymph to colonize the salivary glands (circulative 136 persistent, non-propagative [CPNPr]), while others colonize and replicate in various vector 137 tissues, effectively using the vector as a second host (circulative persistent, propagative 138
[CPPr]) (Hogenhout et al. 2008) . For both CPNPr and CPPr retention mechanisms, as long 139 as the vector survives and periodically moves among hosts, a single acquisition event can 140 lead to multiple new infections. 141
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In contrast, most non-phloem-limited (NPL) viruses are acquired and inoculated following 143 brief probes of non-vascular tissues such as epidermal or mesophyll cells (Martin et al. 1997; 144 Ng & Falk 2006) . These non-circulative, non-persistent (NCNP) viruses account for 145 approximately 40% of all known vector-borne plant viruses, and are retained for very short 146 periods of time following acquisition, which limits inoculation potential for a viruliferous vector 147 (a vector carrying the virus and capable of transmitting) to about 1-2 plants (Nault 1997; 148 Hogenhout et al. 2008 ). NPL-NCNP viruses are also rapidly lost from vector mouthparts. As 149 a result, the spread of most NPL viruses is favored by rapid dispersal of vectors from infected 150 to receptive hosts (Martin et al. 1997; Wang & Ghabrial 2002; Nault 1997; Hogenhout et al. 151 2008; Martin et al. 1997; Wang & Ghabrial 2002) . 152
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The clear delineations of host infection location (PL vs. NPL) and retention mechanism in the 154 vector (NCSP, CPNPr, CPPr and NCNP) provide a convenient framework for evaluating the 155 adaptive significance of host and vector manipulation by plant viruses. Here, we applied this 156 framework to quantify the effects of plant virus infection on three responses: (i) vector 157 orientation preferences (host selection), (ii) vector settling/feeding behavior, and (iii) vector 158 performance. We predicted that viruses from all trait groups should induce host phenotypic 159 changes that result in vector orientation preferences for infected hosts over healthy ones 160 because this increases vector contacts ( Fig. 1 ). We further predicted that enhancements to 161 vector settling/feeding and performance would only be apparent for trait groups that stand to 162 benefit from sustained phloem sap ingestion and production of offspring that will remain 163 viruliferous for long periods following virus acquisition ( Fig. 1 ). We tested these predictions 164 using a meta-analysis of 126 published studies covering 59 viruses belonging to 11 families, 165 studied in association with host plants of 15 different families. Results were interpreted in the 166 
Database assembly 176
To obtain studies related to virus-host-vector interactions, we conducted an extensive 177 literature search in the ISI Web of Knowledge database and Google Scholar following 178 (Mauck et al. 2012 ). We used a combination of broad search terms including "virus-host-179 vector interactions", "plant virus", "insect vector", "non-persistently transmitted virus", 180 "persistent-circulative virus", "persistent-propagative virus", "plant virus chemical ecology", 181 "vector behavior", and "vector performance" along with specific search terms (family and 182 species names of viruses and their vectors) to identify studies that assesses insect vector 183 attraction, settling and feeding, and performance in relation to infected and non-infected 184 plants. We also surveyed references in review articles about virus-host-vector interactions 185 ( To avoid bias and use all the available data, we recorded multiple data points from a single  191   study if it examined more than one relevant response variable or included multiple host  192   plants, viruses, or vectors.  193   194 For each non-infected/infected plant comparison, we recorded the mean, standard deviation 195 and sample size of the relevant response variable measuring either vector orientation 196 preference, settling/feeding behavior, or performance. Orientation preference was defined as 197 any vector response to plant cues without physical contact with the plant, such as studies 198 that used olfactometers. Settling/feeding preference was defined as any behavioral response 199 to the plants that occurred following host contact, such as settling preference, retention time 200 on a host, and time to dispersal as well as feeding behaviors (electrical penetration graph 201 technique or other metrics that quantify ease of feeding on preferred tissues). Vector 202 performance was defined as any physiological response to plants known to affect vector 203 reproduction and/or longevity at the individual or colony level (development time, survival, 204 fecundity, weight, population growth). 205
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We also documented variables related to virus traits ( Fig. 1 ). These included traits 207 associated with transmission (infection location in the plant and retention mechanism in the 208 vector). The retention mechanism for persistent viruses also includes circulation and 209 colonization of the vector (CPNPr), as well as propagation within vectors for a subset of 210 these pathogens (CPPr). Thus, we also considered these virus traits by separating these two 211 retention mechanisms in the analysis. For the analysis by virus family, we included families 212 for which there were at least three independent measures of vector behaviors or 213 performance (ESM_meta-analysis.docx for complete analyses, 
Effect size calculation 218
For each non-infected/infected plant comparison in the database, we calculated the virus 219 infection effect size using the Hedges' g metric and its confidence interval (CI) (Hedges 220 1981) . The metric is calculated as = [( − ℎ)/ ] , where represents the mean of 221 the vector parameter on the infected plant, ℎ represents the mean of the vector parameter 222 on the non-infected plant, represents the pooled standard deviation, and J is a correction 223 factor for small sample size (Koricheva et al. 2013 ). Positive Hedges' g values indicate that 224 the vector preferred or performed better on infected compared to non-infected plants, 225
whereas negative values indicate they preferred or performed better on non-infected plants. 226
When necessary we reversed the sign of the effect size so that a negative value of g always 227 8 indicates a negative effect of virus infection; for example, decreased development time on 228 infected plants represents increased rather than decreased performance. The Hedges' g and 229 its estimated sampling variance were calculated using the 'escalc' function in the 'metafor' 230 package in R 3.6.0 (Viechtbauer 2010) . 231
232
Meta-analysis model construction 233
We fit multilevel mixed-effects models using the 'rma.mv' function in the R package metafor 234 that weighted each effect size by the inverse of its sampling variance plus the amount of 235 residual heterogeneity not explained by moderators (i.e., additional variables that help us 236 understand the relationships between the dependent and independent variables) 237 (Viechtbauer 2010) . To account for the non-independence of data derived from the same 238 paper, we assigned each study case a single identifier (Study ID), corresponding to a single 239 published paper retained in our analysis. We included the study ID as a random effect term 240 in all models. 241 242
Hypothesis testing and meta-regression 243
To address whether virus infection impacted vector orientation preference, settling/feeding 244 behaviors, and vector performance, we fit random-effects models separately to the vector 245 orientation preference data, vector settling/feeding data, and vector performance data using 246 restricted maximum likelihood (REML). We considered model-estimated mean effect sizes 247 with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) that did not cross zero as evidence for a significant 248 effect. 249 250 Initially, we calculated a mean effect size across all studies to assess whether there was an 251 overall effect of plant infection on vector parameters. Second, we tested how various 252 moderators influenced the magnitude of the virus infection effect using meta-regression 253 models conducted separately for each moderator. When significant effects were detected for 254 moderators with more than two groups, the meta-analysis was followed by post-hoc 255 comparisons among groups, carried out using the multcomp package in R (Hothorn et al. 256 2008). To assess whether there was a significant effect of virus infection for each group, we 257 re-fitted models with no intercepts and the model coefficients and their associated CIs were 258 used to determine whether the effect size was different from zero for each group. 259 260
Heterogeneity statistics and bias analysis 261
For each mixed-effects model, we assessed residual heterogeneity using the QE statistic 262 (Viechtbauer 2010; Koricheva et al. 2013 ). We found significant QE values for all models (P 263 < .0001, ESM_meta-analysis.docx, table S1), suggesting there were important moderators 264 9 that we did not include in analyses. To assess the potential for publication bias to influence 265 our conclusions, we used funnel plots and meta-regression models with "study year" and 266 "plant domestication" as moderators (Koricheva et al. 2013 ). We found a low probability that 267 publication bias affected our results (ESM_meta-analysis.docx, figures S1, S2 and S3), 268 except that the effect size on vector performance is significantly higher on wild plants than 269 cultivated (P = .0003, ESM_meta-analysis.docx, table S1, figure S3 ). The fail-safe numbers 270 for plant virus infection (overall effects) were also calculated for each dataset. Fail-safe 271 numbers indicate the number of nonsignificant unpublished or missing studies that would 272 negate the results, and are considered robust against publication bias if they are > 5n + 10 273 where n is number of studies (Rosenthal 1979) . 274
275

Modeling implications for virus spread 276
The data assembled for the meta-analysis provided an opportunity to leverage information on 277 effect sizes to assess how virus-induced manipulation of hosts and vectors may affect the 278 rate of transmission. To accomplish this, we used a published model (Shaw et al. 2017 ) that 279 was constructed to accommodate a comparison of aphid-transmitted viruses with a phloem-280 limited, CPNPr infection/retention mechanism and a non-phloem-limited NCNP 281 infection/retention mechanism (see electronic supplementary material file ESM_model 282 parameters.docx). These categories capture the characteristics of most pathosystems in our 283 meta-analysis (ESM_Meta-analysis database.xlsx). We modified the model in several ways 284 to complement the meta-analysis outputs and data. Briefly We ran simulations with parameter values as described in Table 1 does not include publications that explore conditional vector preferences due to a lack of 333 studies. However, to consider the possible influence of conditional preferences in the context 334 of the parameter values derived from our database, we ran additional simulations by 335 modifying the degree of viruliferous vector preference for settling on infected vs. healthy 336 hosts. We modified ε to simulate loss of orientation preference after acquisition (chooses 337 equally among infected and healthy hosts, ε = 1) (Model 2) and reversal of orientation 338 preference after acquisition (ε = δ) (Model 3 
Analysis based on virus traits: Retention mechanism in the vector 380
The effects of plant virus infection on vector orientation preference vary depending on how 381 the virus is retained within the vector (QM = 93.92, p < .0001; ESM_meta-analysis.docx, table 382 S1). Plants infected by circulative-persistent non-propagative (CPNPr) viruses were more 383 attractive to vectors than non-infected plants, but enhanced vector attraction was not seen 
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In simulations, vector maximum departure rate parameter values for PL-CPNPr viruses 459 covered 50% of the available parameter space (0.16-0.32), but the maximum departure rate 460 within this window only resulted in a 1.85% reduction (approx. 1 day) in time to 80% infection 461 ( Fig. 3 , Table 3 ). In contrast, for NPL-NCNP viruses, values for maximum departure rate 462 covered 40% of parameter space (0.26-0.43), with the maximum departure rate within this 463 window producing a 4.35% reduction (approx. 4 days) in time to 80% infection ( Fig. 3 , Table  464 3). Parameter values for vector growth rate on infected plants covered 13% of the parameter 465 space for PL-CPNPr viruses (Table 3) , and 15% of the parameter space for NPL-NCNP 466 viruses (Table 3) . Even though the proportion of space covered is similar, the maximum gain 467 in rate of spread for PL-CPNPr viruses is one day, but NPL-NCNP virus spread occurs four 468 days faster at the largest vector growth rate values (Fig. 3 , Table 3 ). For both PL-CPNPr 469 viruses and NPL-NCNP viruses, vector preference had the greatest effect on time to 80% 470 infection. For a range of values covering 40% of parameter space, PL-CPNPr virus spread 471 occurred three days faster at values corresponding to the maximum preference for infected 472 hosts. However, for NPL-NCNP viruses, a range of values covering just 15% of parameter 473 space reduced time to 80% infection by up to 5.43% (approx. 5 days) at values 474 corresponding to maximum preference for infected hosts. If these results are normalized to 475 the percent change for 10% of parameter space, it is apparent that across all virus effects 476 categories, the same change in parameter values produces between two and three times the 477 effect for NPL-NCNP viruses relative to PL-CPNPr viruses (Table 3) . 478 18 479
To explore the relative influence of virus traits vs. virus effects on host phenotypes, we ran 480 each simulation a second time using PL-CPNPr virus trait values (β and γ) with NPL-NCNP 481 virus values for virus effects (r, a, δ, and ε), and vice versa. Substituting NPL-NCNP virus 482 effects values (r, a, δ, and ε) in a model maintaining PL-CPNPr virus trait values (β and γ) had 483 little effect on PL-CPNPr virus spread (Fig. 4) . However, for NPL-NCNP trait values (β and γ) 484 paired with PL-CPNPr virus values for virus effects (r, a, δ, and ε) this was not the case. First, 485 substituting PL-CPNPr virus values for vector growth rate on infected plants and vector 486 orientation preference resulted in slower overall rates of virus spread relative to use of NPL-487 NCNP virus parameters (r, a, δ, and ε) (Fig. 4 ). There were also slightly positive effects on 488 virus spread due to substitution of PL-CPNPr virus values for vector maximum departure rate 489 (a) (Fig. 4) . 
Quantitative synthesis and support for predictions 528
We predicted that enhanced attractiveness to vectors should be a host phenotypic change 529 common to all virus trait groups, but enhanced palatability and plant quality should be 530 significantly more apparent for trait groups that require long-term feeding for virus acquisition 531 (PL viruses), which includes most representatives of viruses retained in vectors for long 532 periods (CPPr, CPNPr, and NCSP) (Fig. 1) . Our synthesis provides support for these 533 predictions, as we saw significant differences based on virus traits for multiple response 534 variables. For example, when considering site of acquisition/inoculation as a factor, PL virus 535 effects conformed to all predictions, eliciting enhancements in vector orientation preferences, 536 settling/feeding preferences, and performance on infected hosts (Fig. 2) . NPL viruses also 537 conformed to predictions for settling/feeding and performance response variables; effects on 538 vector preference and performance did not deviate from zero, and were significantly different 539 from preference/performance values for PL viruses in the expected direction (Fig. 2) . 540 However, NPL virus effects were not consistent with our prediction that all virus trait groups 541 should enhance plant attractiveness to vectors (Fig. 1, Fig. 2a ). On average, NPL viruses 542 have neutral, but not detrimental, effects on vector attraction (Fig. 2a ). While this may not be 543 an obvious case of vector manipulation by plant viruses, a neutral result is still consistent 544 with an adaptive explanation for virus effects because we expect selection to disfavor virus 545 genotypes that reduce opportunities for transmission, but favor virus genotypes with neutral 546 to positive effects on transmission (Anderson et al. 1992; Poulin 2010 ). This hypothesis is 547 also supported by the meta-analysis output: we did not detect a single instance of an effect 548 size confidence interval deviating from zero in a negative direction, suggesting that there is 549 selection against virus genotypes that elicit phenotypes with strongly negative effects on 550 vector-host interactions. 551 552 The vector settling/feeding response variable is arguably the most important in our study 553 given that it is the stage in the vector-host interaction where the viruliferous status (i.e., virus 554 acquisition) of the vector is determined (Fereres & Moreno 2009 ). Thus, even if contact with 555 infected hosts is not influenced by infection status (Fig. 2a ) and there are no strong effects of 556 infection on vector performance (Fig. 2c) , selection should favor virus adaptations that 557 ensure vectors engage in probing and feeding behaviors required for efficient virus 558 acquisition and retention. We detected indirect evidence of adaptations producing positive 559 effects on vector settling/feeding for all of the virus trait categories expected to benefit from 560 them, even when we analyzed the dataset with virus retention mechanism as the factor. 561
Viruses with CPPr, CPNPr, and NCSP retention mechanisms (nearly all of which are PL) 562 significantly enhanced vector settling and feeding preferences for infected hosts (Fig. 2b) . 563
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We also detected neutral effects for the virus categories expected to experience reductions 564 in transmission when infection enhances palatability, settling, and sustained feeding prior to 565 dispersal (NPL viruses with the NCNP transmission mechanism) (Fig. 2b) . Thus, for the 566 settling/feeding response variable, which we argue is the most critical of the three for virus 567 fitness, the prediction of convergence based on shared virus traits is strongly supported. 568
569
We hypothesized that virus effects on vector settling/feeding behavior would be congruent 570 with effects on vector performance, but this was not the case (Fig. 2b, c) . Instead, viruses 571 have mostly neutral effects. Although PL viruses enhanced performance overall, this appears 572 to be driven by the effects of CPNPr viruses (which had more observations than any other 573 group) ( Fig. 2c ). CPPr and NCSP viruses, as well as respective virus families containing taxa 574 with these retention mechanisms, do not strongly influence vector performance. This may 575 reflect limitations imposed by other traits inherent to viruses within each retention mechanism 576 category. For example, CPPr viruses also use the vector as a host for replication, so a 577 neutral effect may still be interpreted as evidence of adaptation, as it could indicate that the 578 actively replicating virus does not have strongly pathological effects on the vector, or that 579 phenotypic changes in the host help to counteract slight pathological effects (Belliure et al. 
Comparing the quantitative synthesis to a model 591
We leveraged data assembled for the meta-analysis to assess how virus-induced 592 manipulation of hosts and vectors may affect the rate of transmission in theoretical 593 simulations by modifying a published model (Shaw et al. 2017 ) that explores the spread of 594 viruses with divergent traits (aphid-transmitted PL-CPNPr viruses and NPL-NCNP viruses). 595
Simulation outputs indicate that the range of parameter values derived from the meta-596 analysis database were sufficient to produce positive effects on virus spread for both trait 597 groups (Fig. 3) . However, the magnitude of these effects differed depending on the trait 598 group being examined. Across all virus effects categories, the same change in virus effects 599 parameter values produced between two and three times the effect for NPL-NCNP viruses 600 22 relative to PL-CPNPr viruses (Table 3) . This difference suggests that PL-CPNPr viruses (and 601 perhaps PL viruses generally) may be under more intense selection pressure to elicit 602 stronger effects on host phenotypes and vector behavior in order to experience fitness 603 benefits of manipulation. In contrast, our results suggest that NPL-NCNP viruses may 604 experience less intense selection pressure to manipulate hosts and vectors because even 605 small effects can produce significant changes in the rate of spread. These results are 606 strongly congruent with meta-analysis outputs: PL virus effects were significantly different 607 from zero in the positive direction and significantly different from NPL virus effects (which 608 were uniformly neutral) across all three response variables. 609 610 Simulations with virus trait parameters swapped with virus effects parameters (Fig. 4 , Table  611 4) reveal that NPL-NCNP viruses may incur costs for eliciting effects that are predicted to be 612 adaptive for PL-CPNPr viruses. Combining NPL-NCNP virus trait parameters with PL-CPNPr 613 effects parameters (Fig. 4 ) slowed virus spread relative to the original virus trait-virus effects 614 combinations ( Fig. 3 ). Simulations reveal that this is partially due to the influence of 615 parameter values that we predicted to be beneficial for PL-CPNPr virus spread (higher vector 616 growth rate on infected hosts), which is consistent with our initial predictions (Fig. 1) . 617
However, NPL-NCNP virus spread was also slowed by enhancing vector orientation 618 preference for infected hosts (Fig. 4) , which is at odds with our initial prediction that 619 enhancing vector attraction to infected hosts would be generally beneficial for all virus trait 620 groups (Fig. 1) . Thus, the model simulations indicate that neutral effects of NPL viruses on 621 vector attraction to infected hosts ( Fig. 2a ) may actually lead to faster NPL virus spread (Fig.  622 3) relative to a situation where vectors are strongly attracted to NPL-infected hosts (Fig. 4) . for infected hosts strongly depend on additional transmission mechanism traits that 629 determine which vector behaviors are required for virus acquisition and transmission. 630 631
Limitations, ecological dimensions, and future directions 632
The meta-analysis and model both focus on pathosystems consisting of one host species, 633 one virus isolate, and a single colonizing vector species. This simplification is necessary to 634 make empirical and theoretical exercises logistically practical and congruent. However, 635 elimination of additional ecological dimensions will influence interpretations, including those 636 of the present study. A key example is the difference in time to 80% host infection between 637 23 virus trait groups in our model simulations. PL-CPNPr viruses infected 80% of the host 638 population in roughly half the time it took for NPL-NCNP viruses to reach the same infection 639 level (44-54 days vs. 82-92 days) ( Figs. 3 and 4 ). From this result, we might conclude that 640 acquisition from the phloem and indefinite retention in the vector confer large advantages 641 over an NPL-NCNP lifestyle; certainly much larger than virus effects on host phenotype and 642 vector behavior, which, at maximum, increases the rate of virus spread by 9-10 days. interactions with vectors that are capable of feeding from the phloem of the virus's host 653 plants (Hogenhout et al. 2008) . Consistent with this, we found that >80% of the PL viruses in 654 our meta-analysis database are transmitted by three or fewer vector species (Fig. S1,  655 electronic supplementary material, file ESM_vector database.docx). Thus, we hypothesized 656 that PL viruses generate transmission opportunities by interacting with a select few species 657 that colonize hosts long enough to acquire virions. This is the exact scenario represented by 658 most of the empirical studies in our meta-analysis database and our mathematical models, 659 which simulated the transmission of a virus by a single vector capable of feeding and 660 surviving on the host for at least 24 hours (Shaw et al. 2017 ). However, this scenario is the 661 opposite of the ecological reality for NPL-NCNP viruses, which are acquired by rapid probing, 662 but not phloem-feeding, and are therefore transmissible by vectors for which the infected 663 host species is not suitable (Ng & Falk 2006; Fereres 2016) . In our models, reliance on a 664 single colonizing vector significantly slowed NPL-NCNP virus spread and seemed to suggest 665 that the NPL-NCNP lifestyle is a major drawback. In reality, nearly 70% of the NPL viruses 666 included in the meta-analysis are transmissible by more than 20 vector species, and all are 667 transmissible by 5 or more vector species (Fig. S1, electronic Mauck et al. 2018 ). But we can 676 speculate that the difference in transmission opportunities between PL and NPL viruses will 677 significantly influence the relative fitness benefits of host manipulation for these virus trait 678 groups. Plant viruses have limited coding capacity and fixation of a mutation is strongly 679 dependent on a lack of epistatic interactions with other sites in the genome and a lack of 680 pleiotropic effects (e.g., reduced replication rate in the host or a modified host range) 681 In contrast, PL viruses that rely on a select few vector species for transmission may 690 experience substantial gains by increasing the probability of transmission-conducive contacts 691 with these species (Fig. S1, electronic the meta-analysis (Fig. 2) , while some other virus groups consist of only a few observations. 704
Lack of data on certain virus groups may reflect their relative economic importance, 705 quarantine status, or tractability for laboratory studies. Incorporating new pathosystems and 706 ecological dimensions into future empirical and theoretical work is therefore necessary to 707 understand the frequency and relevance of virus manipulation in real-world scenarios. The 708 number of researchers studying this topic is growing (Mauck et al. 2018 , as is interest 709 in finding ways to manage manipulative effects of viruses in agricultural contexts (Bak et al. 710 25 2019) and understanding their importance in wild systems (Alexander et al. 2014 ). Tackling 711 these ambitious research directions requires integrative approaches informed by virology, 712 ecology, entomology, and plant biology. We hope our study will stimulate the research 713 community to develop and test hypotheses that provide a more complete understanding of 714 host and vector manipulation by plant viruses in ecological contexts that include 715 consideration of virus traits. 716 717
